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3.

Assume suitable data whelevgr necessary.

Illustrate your ar$.€r nccessary with the help of neat sketches.

Use ofpen Blue/Black inVrtfill only for writing the aDswer book.

7I a) The following relation matrix is given by B Determine thc cIisP i\ - cut relations for

1- = 0.1i; for j = 0, 2, 4, 6 for given [ .

*trich ofthe 1. - cut is s)T nmetric & reflexive.

b) Discuss the various propefiies offuzzy sets. How it is differetrt ftom Crisp Sets.

OR

0.2 0.7 0.8 1

1 0.9 0.5 0.1

0 0.8 1 0.6

0.2 0.4 I 0.3
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A = [(0.r, 2), (0.s.3), (0.8,4), (r,5)]

B

be the t$o fuzzy sets. Find

D coN(A)
iii) Algebraic

produot of two fuzzY set.

ii) DrL(B)

b) Explain the following defuzzication methods with suitable examples.

i) CeEter ofcravity ii) weighted Avemge

iii) Center of sum

a) Discuss Gmphical infer€nce technique with suitable example & its advantages.

b) Prove that for two identicol fuzzy vecto6 the inner product is maximum and the outer

product is minimurr.

OR

What arc Linguistic Hedges. How these linguistic Hedges have th€ effect ofmodifying the

mcmbership function for a basic atomic term. ExPlais with suitable example.
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b) Dscuss tho importanoe offiuzy ordering in decision making
suppose we have tlree frrzY sets.
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6. a)

{t.

o

u={i'T}'"={ 0.7 1.0

-+-46 ,ur,-1ot*I*ot'l) '12 4 8)
Acc4ss the truth value ofthe inequality \ >I2.

List the steps for d€sig[ing a fiuzy logic controller. Design a firzz7 PI conholler for a series

DC motor. i\ssume suitable data for the variables used.

OR

what is pattem rccog.trition system? Explair with suitable block diagram.
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b) Discuss the stability of fiIzy control system. Lel the fivzy relation for a system parafleter

is given by thc relation matrix.
[0.4 o.2l

R- =t I' 10.3 0.7J

6nd unive$e of discou$e.
x=[,2]&
v=U,21
Detefmhe whether the s.vsrem is stable, Oscillatory o! unstable.

a) Consider the classificalion problem defined below.

o =[,'] ., =[i]. =[;] - =[;]. .,= [l
P1, P2 & P3 belougs to class I & P4, P5 belongs 10 class II.

Is this problem linearly separable? Ifyes draw the single neLuon perceptron to solve

the problem,

b) Wrire fte traioing algorithm for a siogle discrete perceptrcn. Enumerata limitation ofa
percepkon rctwork.

a) Explain Error back popagation algorithm for training neural n€twolk with the help of
flowchart.

It
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b) Compare the performance ofcomputer and biological neural network.

a) Ilhlstrate & explain thc ART netwolk.

b) Design a Hopfield net{'otk that will store the following pattem.

Xr = [+1 +l +1 l]'
x2 = [+1 -l +l -l]r
x, = 1-r -t -t +tlr

OR
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10. a) Design the feedforward part ofa CPN that performs xOR operatio! with three hpurs
X1, X2 and X3 such that the o/p.

Z =Xt@Xz@Xt
Assume Xl = tl for i =1,2,3 & z= ll ,

b) Explain the followiag leamiag ru.les.

i) Outstar ii) Winner take all

11. a) Design a Robot manipulator using fcedforward network.

b) IJraw the architccture of a SVM. llorv docs the implementation of SVM diflers Aom the

multilayer perceptron.

OR

12. o,) Explain genetic algorithm using suitable example

b) Ilustrate how XOR problem can be solved ustutg SVM.
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